


MaintiMizerTM – Software for  
maintenance professionals, 
by maintenance professionals
From “What if” to “What’s possible”. What if you could proactively manage your
maintenance operation, boost productivity and control costs? What if you had a
structured maintenance programme and your equipment performed better, for longer?
What if your maintenance department was as a profit centre and contributed positively
to your bottom line?

Maintenance Intelligence
Whatever your business - manufacturing, facilities management, healthcare, or logistics
- whether large or small, multi or a single site, if managing and controlling your assets
efficiently is critical to your bottom line MaintiMizerTM is the solution. Developed by
Ashcom Technologies, MaintiMizerTM allows you to stop wondering ‘What If’ and start
realising what’s possible.

Packed with functionality, highly configurable and scalable, MaintiMizerTM will help you
take back control and change the way you think about maintenance for good.
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Ashcom Technologies - Our story
Ashcom Technologies are specialists at implementing total maintenance management
software solutions.

We are incredibly proud of our 35 year track record contributing to the growth and
success of our customers around the world. Helping them harness the power of
MaintiMizerTM has repeatedly provided the maintenance intelligence, the opportunity
and fuel to drive their businesses forward.

Our collective experience has shaped and informed our unique understanding of the
evolving challenges faced by maintenance teams and has allowed us to develop
MaintiMizerTM to help face them, head on.

MaintiMizerTM

has helped us grow and 
modernise as a department. 

We are more transparent, 
more efficient and our 

workload capacity 
has increased. 
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MaintiMizerTM a fully featured solution

Supports both proactive and reactive work
order entry. Allows you to track
maintenance tasks, allocate labour and
manage inventory usage.

Provides quick and accurate information
regarding critical MRO spares. Including
the quantity in stock, availability and
storage location,

Catalogue your assets, create preventative
maintenance schedules and understand
the maintenance costs for all of your
assets.

Store supplier contact information;
Request and Order spares; Receive them
into stock and track them throughout your
organisation.

Schedule your most important asset, your
people. Track and report maintenance
labour hours, how they are spent and the
associated costs.

Your utility function is your new best friend.
It will help you configure and manage
MaintiMizerTM to best support the needs of
your team and the wider company.

MaintiMizerTM was built by maintenance professionals, for maintenance professionals. It
will transform your maintenance operation, allowing you to take control of your
equipment, your team, your data and of course your costs.

MaintiMizerTM includes six fully functional, easy-to-use, highly configurable modules that
every maintenance team needs.
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MaintiMizerTM makes a difference

Intuitive

Insight Adaptable

Future Proof 

Assurance

Sustainable

Investment

Complete

Integrity

MaintiMizerTM presents critical and
pertinent information in a user-friendly
way. Clean, uncluttered screens allow
for straightforward data entry and
retrieval, making it simple to learn and
even easier to use.

Empower your decision making with
actionable data. Record, monitor and
measure key performance criteria,
providing the intelligence you need to
make efficiencies and workflow
improvements.

MaintiMizerTM is configurable to fit your
individual business needs. Easily store
and retrieve key documents and
images. Screens are user-definable,
delivering user specific information on
demand.

MaintiMizerTM grows with your business
and helps your business grow. As your
needs evolve, so does the software. It
will support unlimited amount of
equipment, users, inventory, work orders
and other key records.

MaintiMizerTM automatically keeps a
log of all the changes you make, who
made them and when - critical for
complying with Audits for regulatory or
accreditation requirements.

MaintiMizerTM will help reduce your
impact on the environment by limiting
scrap & rework; reducing energy
consumption; extending the life of
equipment and shrinking your stock
holding.

Benefit from a significant Return on
Investment over very short timescales.
MaintiMizerTM will supercharge how you
manage your inventory, your people,
your processes and high value assets.

Software how you want it: plug n’ play,
in the cloud, or hosted on-premise or at
our very own data centre. MaintiMizerTM

will operate stand-alone, or fully
integrated with your own enterprise
software.

MaintiMizerTM improves employee well-
being, reduces stress, and team
turnover. Training and onboarding
timescales are streamlined and
customer satisfaction increased.

Trusted by over 13,000 users around the world, MaintiMizerTM has become a vital component of many leading company’s maintenance management
strategies. Here’s why:
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The team at Ashcom Technologies are dedicated to helping you realise the full potential
of MaintiMizerTM. We understand the right software solution, will promote best practice
and best performance. It will provide platform for your team to achieve their fullest
potential and maximise their capacity by taking responsibility for the critical and
repetitive aspects of your maintenance management program.

A business may turn to maintenance software to improve workflow efficiency or create
greater visibility of their inventory, however, there are further benefits to be realised by
using MaintiMizerTM. So, what can be achieved?

What follows are some of the reasons why any business should consider using our
software to improve their maintenance management capabilities.

MaintiMizerTM the potential 
is exponential 
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Drive Cost Reductions
Once live MaintiMizerTM will significantly and very quickly reduce the cost 
of operation across your whole maintenance department. It will do this by:

Improve Workflow
MaintiMizerTM automates repeat tasks, speeds-up communication across
your business and increases productivity. It does this by:

▪ Reducing equipment downtime and unplanned shutdowns
▪ Reducing overtime hours and costs
▪ Reducing average time to repair and associated costs
▪ Improving budgeting capability and ability to work within budget.
▪ Cutting purchasing costs and reducing freight charges
▪ Improving team retention rate, reducing costs for hiring and onboarding
▪ Reducing Scrap and Rework

▪ Allowing you to implement an effective preventive maintenance strategy
▪ Improving team agility & speeding up response times to work requests
▪ Increasing maintenance team productivity, efficiency and capacity
▪ Improving internal communications
▪ Creating greater visibility of work progress
▪ Eliminating unnecessary paperwork by improving workflows
▪ Ensuring a cleaner, safer, more regulatory compliant environment
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Stress-Free Management
Managing people, assets and spares is challenging. You can remove the
guess work by deploying MaintiMizerTM. It will do this by:

Intuitive Tracking & Reporting
MaintiMizerTM will generate data providing a previously unavailable insight
into your business – meaning you achieve better outcomes. It does this by:

▪ Increasing accuracy and speed by introducing barcodes
▪ Reducing your stockholding, avoiding outages by controlling stock

levels and eliminating spares redundancy
▪ Tracking maintenance upgrades and work history
▪ Making ‘Best Practice’ standard practice
▪ Speeding up problem diagnosis and resolution identification
▪ Improving asset performance, uptime, output and life expectancy
▪ Improving Resource Management

▪ Identifying average time to repair
▪ Identifying average time between failures
▪ Identifying future maintenance needs, trends, costs & averages
▪ Introducing work traceability and team accountability
▪ Ensuring compliance with regulatory standards
▪ Centralising critical data within your organisation
▪ Identifying future needs and understand trends
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What happens in your maintenance department impacts your entire operation, including
your bottom line. That is why Ashcom Technologies are committed to providing our
customers with a total maintenance management solution.

We understand, even the right software solution, will fail to have the desired impact if it is
not rolled out appropriately. That’s why we invest time getting to know your business, your
needs and objectives. In doing so we empower our team with all the information they
require to seamlessly integrate MaintiMizerTM into your operation and maximise its
positive impact. Meanwhile allowing you to focus on what you do best.

Our professional services team will be on hand to support you throughout the
deployment process and beyond. Combining customer focus, maintenance excellence
and forensic product knowledge they are dedicated to ensuring you have a complete
understanding of how to achieve its full potential and generate maximum ROI in the
minimum amount of time.

As your business partner, our support remains constant throughout the entirety of our
relationship, we are on hand to provide technical assistance, system updates and custom
development as required. All geared to helping you stay ahead of the curve
.

MaintiMizerTM - is just the beginning
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We needed a maintenance 
management system that 
could manage everything 
and that we could have 

confidence in. MaintiMizerTM

was the logical choice

Ashcom Technologies Inc.
3917 Research Park Drive, Suite B4 Ann Arbor, MI
48108, USA
Toll free: +1 800 366 0793
Local: +1 734 665 1780
Fax: +1 734 665 6074
info@ashcomtech.com

Ashcom Technologies Ltd.
Basepoint Business Centre, Bromsgrove Technology
Park, Bromsgrove, B60 3ET, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 121 368 0172
salesuk@ashcomtech.com
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Phil Glover
Senior Engineer Maintenance & Facilities 

Leyland DAF
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